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HAREM

TM

The "Harem" collection is inspired by forbidden, mysterious, and
evocative places. With this collection we wish to create pieces with unique
characteristics that can enhance and harmonize the most important
spots in each space. A collection that pays tribute to the Orient, where
Middle Eastern culture is mutated by Western customs that reinterpret
suggestions through the creativity of enterprising designers, stunningly
blending these two worlds in unison. This is how a collection with the
taste of tradition takes shape, very similar to that described in the stories
told for centuries.
Shapes and decorations in oriental tones blend with the minimal beauty
of Italian design, illuminating a collection made up of opposites that
come together to create a new shape. Traditional materials are combined
with new technologies, the open becomes closed, and the transparent
fades away into the opaque to the point of staging a truly magical scene
of shapes and colors.
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A nod.
Quick steps, a thousand
souls awaiting a word.
A regal gesture, a slim hand
embellished with iridescent jewels.
A proud gaze, a decisive step, while the
silk dances in the wind.
A reigning bride, an empire between
the desert and the sea.

TM

S U LTA N A
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SULTANA

TM

Exotic suggestions are a major source of inspiration. They are able to
combine many elements inside a timeless, aesthetic tale. “Sultana”
unfolds like an iridescent shape, changing lines that recall the architecture
of oriental palaces, but also the headdresses of the consorts of rulers of
faraway kingdoms. Irregular markings and golden dust cross the primary
shape, almost like the desert wind making brush marks on the sand.
Furnishings in the “Sultana” line fit inside spaces thanks to the skilful
play of contrasts and light and shade, able to converse with the other
elements in the environment. Sideboards in different sizes take their
place in sitting rooms like precious containers; headboards and mirrors
embellish bedrooms that recall ancient legends. Gold leaf and the Trilli
Effect run across glass surfaces, capturing and reflecting the light from
every angle to obtain an iridescent, almost mercurial, image.
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BOOKCASE
SULTANA BLACK
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BOOKCASE

SULTANA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Bookcase with extra-clear tempered glass doors, thickness 6 mm., decorated
with sandblasting for handmade stars, Trilli Effect (golden powder) and
white/black painting.
Tapered wooden structure with 5 extra-clear tempered glass shelves. Gold
coloured leaf finishing inside and glossy white/black lacquering outside.
Adjustable interior lighting.
Remote control with Android/iOS application to listen to music, adjust the
light, open and close motorized doors directly from the mobile phone (upon
request).
Dimensions W. 170 cm H. 220 cm D. 50 cm
Weight 380 kg
CLOSE

OPEN

Frame

220 cm

Doors

170 cm
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Golden Leaf

Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Golden Leaf

White / Black
Lacquering
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HEADBOARD
SULTANA BLACK
SIDEBOARD
SULTANA BLACK
MIRROR
SULTANA BLACK
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HEADBOARD
SULTANA WHITE
SIDEBOARD
SULTANA WHITE
MIRROR
SULTANA WHITE
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HEADBOARD

SULTANA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Headboard with extra-clear tempered bevelled glass panel, 5 mm.
thickness, designed with an arabic silhouette. Decorated with sandblasting
for handmade stars, Trilli Effect (golden powder), gold coloured leaf inserts
and white/black painting.
Tapered wooden frame, 30 mm. thickness, with glossy white/black lacquering
and gold coloured leaf finishing.
Adjustable lighting upon request.
Dimensions W. 280 cm H. 300 cm D. 3,5 cm

Frame

300 cm

Front Panel

280 cm
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Golden Leaf

Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Golden Leaf

White / Black
Lacquering
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SIDEBOARD

SULTANA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Sideboard with extra-clear tempered glass doors, thickness 6 mm.,
decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, Trilli Effect (golden
powder), white/black painting.
Tapered wooden structure with 5 extra-clear tempered glass shelves. Gold
coloured leaf finishing inside and glossy white/black lacquering outside.
Adjustable interior lighting.
Dimensions W. 240 cm H. 90 cm D. 50 cm
Weight 170 kg

Front Panel
OPEN

90 cm

CLOSE

Frame

50 cm

67 cm

106 cm
240 cm
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67 cm

Golden Leaf

Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Golden Leaf

White / Black
Lacquering
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MIRROR

SULTANA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Mirror with extra-clear tempered bevelled glass panel, 5 mm. thickness,
decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, Trilli Effect (golden
powder) and white/black painting.
Tapered wooden frame, 30 mm. thickness, glossy white/black lacquering.
Dimensions W. 120 cm H. 90 cm D. 3,5 cm
Weight 45 kg

Frame

90 cm

Front Panel

120 cm

Golden Leaf
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Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Mirror

White / Black
Lacquering
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Delicate steps on cold stone.
Amber skin, pure
as a blossoming flower.
Curious eyes for an infinite world.
Sinuous shapes, an impetus to go,
return, and discover. Hopes and desires,
a prayer under the moon’s glow.

TM

ODALISCA
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ODALISCA

TM

The concept of “Odalisca” is closely linked to suggestions of the Middle
East and the ancient traditions of distant peoples. Contrast plays a very
important role in the line’s furnishings: black and white, the brightness
of gold against the uniformity of the monochromatism, wavy lines on flat
surfaces. The primary design recalls the shapes of the sovereigns’ palaces
seen from a distance, on the horizon as glimpsed from the desert while
being enveloped in a turbine of golden sand.
“Odalisca” brings the suggestions of a distant world and legends
lost to time into the environment. The sideboards, in various sizes,
become central elements in the rooms, as well as precious containers.
The iridescent effect of the gold leaf as it reflects the light gives rise
to constantly changing perspective effects, accentuated by the
Trilli Effect that crosses the monochromatic surfaces. The mirror lightens
the composition, centring the attention on the functional aspect of the
central outline of the work.
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BOOKCASE

ODALISCA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Bookcase with extra-clear tempered glass doors, thickness 6 mm., decorated
with sandblasting for handmade stars, gold coloured leaf inserts, Trilli Effect
(golden powder), golden bronze and white/black painting.
Tapered wooden structure with 5 extra-clear tempered glass shelves. Gold
coloured leaf finishing inside and glossy white/black lacquering outside.
Adjustable interior lighting.
Remote control with Android/iOS application to listen to music, adjust the
light, open and close motorized doors directly from your the mobile phone
(upon request).
Dimensions W. 170 cm H. 220 cm D. 50 cm
Weight 380 kg
CLOSE

OPEN

Frame

220 cm

Doors

170 cm
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Golden Leaf

Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Golden Bronze

Golden Leaf

White / Black
Lacquering
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SIDEBOARD

ODALISCA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Sideboard with extra-clear tempered shaped glass doors, thickness 6 mm.,
decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, gold coloured leaf inserts,
Trilli Effect (golden powder), golden bronze and white/black painting.
Tapered wooden structure with 2 extra-clear tempered glass shelves. Gold
coloured leaf finishing inside and glossy white/black lacquering outside.
Adjustable interior lighting.
Dimensions W. 240 cm H. 90 cm D. 50 cm
Weight 170 kg

Doors
OPEN

90 cm

CLOSE

Frame

50 cm

67 cm

106 cm
240 cm

30

67 cm

Golden Leaf

Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Golden Bronze

Golden Leaf

White / Black
Lacquering
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MIRROR

ODALISCA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Mirror with extra-clear tempered bevelled glass panel, 5 mm. thickness,
decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, Trilli Effect (golden powder),
gold coloured leaf inserts, golden bronze and white / black painting.
Tapered wooden frame, 30 mm. thickness, glossy white / black lacquering.
Dimensions W. 120 cm H. 90 cm D. 3,5 cm
Weight 45 kg

Frame

90 cm

Front Panel

120 cm

Golden Leaf
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Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Mirror

Golden Bronze

White / Black
Lacquering
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Return, to see that familiar
shape once again
beyond the dunes, as the night falls.
It awaits me. It is home.
Another undertaking,
a well-earned rest.

TM

L AY L A
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LAYLA

TM

Middle Eastern tradition is an abounding array of tales, images, and
suggestions that stimulate our visionaries. When these elements combine
in a unique and complex message, they give rise to collections united
by a precise guiding theme. The “Layla” line is an example of how the
visions of faraway lands and history can generate works characterized
by a recurring impression, like a specular design with sinuous lines that
recalls the palaces of the sultans as well as the dunes of the desert.
“Layla” returns to the rhythmic and elaborate image of a multitude of
curves and lines in various models, which become central elements of
the furnishings of the environment in which they are located. Both the
two sideboards and the mirror have a white or black surface, a particularly
effective monochromatism to promote combinations and accentuate the
contrast with the central design. The gold leaf combines with the Trilli
Effect to create new reflections as the light changes.
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BOOKCASE

LAYLA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Bookcase with extra-clear tempered glass doors, thickness 6 mm., decorated
with sandblasting for handmade stars, gold coloured leaf inserts, Trilli Effect
(golden powder), golden bronze and white/black painting.
Tapered wooden structure with 5 extra-clear tempered glass shelves. Gold
coloured leaf finishing inside and glossy white/black lacquering outside.
Adjustable interior lighting.
Remote control with Android/iOS application to listen to music, adjust the
light, open and close motorized doors directly from the mobile phone (upon
request).
Dimensions W. 170 cm H. 220 cm D. 50 cm
Weight 380 kg
CLOSE

OPEN

Frame

220 cm

Doors

170 cm
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Golden Leaf

Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Golden Bronze

Golden Leaf

White / Black
Lacquering
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SIDEBOARD

LAYLA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Sideboard with extra-clear tempered glass doors, thickness 6 mm., decorated
with sandblasting for handmade stars, gold coloured leaf inserts, Trilli Effect
(golden powder), golden bronze and white/black painting.
Tapered wooden structure with 2 extra-clear tempered glass shelves. Gold
coloured leaf finishing inside and glossy white/black lacquering outside.
Adjustable interior lighting.
Dimensions W. 240 cm H. 90 cm D. 50 cm
Weight 170 kg

Doors
OPEN

90 cm

CLOSE

Frame

50 cm

67 cm

106 cm
240 cm
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67 cm

Golden Leaf

Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Golden Bronze

Golden Leaf

White / Black
Lacquering
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MIRROR

LAYLA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Mirror with extra-clear tempered bevelled glass panel, 5 mm. thickness,
decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, Trilli Effect (golden
powder), gold coloured leaf inserts, golden bronze and white/black painting.
Tapered wooden frame, 30 mm. thickness, glossy white/black lacquering.
Dimensions W. 120 cm H. 90 cm D. 3,5 cm
Weight 45 kg

Frame

90 cm

Front Panel

120 cm

Golden Leaf
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Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Mirror

Golden Bronze

White / Black
Lacquering
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A threshold.
A hidden world, one step
after another into the unknown.
Paradise, outside of the desert.
The scent of incense, the shadow on the
wall trembles as the flame dances.

TM

MORGIANA
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MORGIANA

TM

The magic of distant lands, lost in time and space, gives rise to suggestions
that inspire the work of the visionaries. The tradition of Middle Eastern
fables whispers visions of warm nights under the stars, ancient palaces,
and impressive entries to rooms decorated with gold and fabrics. The
”Morgiana” line embodies these images, which are synthesized in a
design inspired by the shapes of the doorways of Arab palaces. Lines,
curves, and signs traced as if they are on infinite sand caressed by the
moon.
“Morgiana” is made up of a finely crafted sideboard and mirror. They
easily fit into the room thanks to the monochromatic black and white
surface that converses with the rest of the furnishings. The primary
design, with its strong Middle Eastern influences, captures the gaze: gold
is skilfully crafted in gold leaf and a sinuous mirror is wrapped in Trilli
Effect gold dust.
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BOOKCASE

MORGIANA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Bookcase with extra-clear tempered shaped glass doors, 6 mm. thickness,
decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, gold coloured leaf inserts,
Trilli Effect (golden powder), golden bronze and white/black painting.
Tapered wooden structure with 5 extra-clear tempered glass shelves. Gold
coloured leaf finishing inside and glossy white/black lacquering outside.
Adjustable interior lighting.
Dimensions W. 170 cm H. 220 cm D. 50 cm
Weight 380 kg

CLOSE

OPEN

Frame

220 cm

Doors

170 cm
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Golden Leaf

Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Golden Bronze

Golden Leaf

White / Black
Lacquering
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MIRROR

MORGIANA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Mirror with extra-clear tempered bevelled glass panel, 5 mm. thickness,
decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, Trilli Effect (golden
powder), gold coloured leaf inserts, golden bronze and white/black painting.
Tapered wooden frame, 30 mm. thickness, glossy white/black lacquering.
Dimensions W. 100 cm H. 220 cm D. 3,5 cm
Weight 45 kg

Frame

220 cm

Front Panel

100 cm
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Golden Leaf

Trilli Effect

White / Black
Painting

Sandblasting

Mirror

Golden Bronze

White / Black
Lacquering
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A transparent moment.
The moment reflected,
a shadow on the glossy surface.
It is me once more.
Look in the mirror, reflect, see yourself
again, get to know yourself.
Every day is different.

TM

LUNALBA
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LUNALBA

TM

The moon is a recurring element in UNICA concepts, as it is in the ancient
traditions and art forms of the Middle East. The physical and symbolic
importance of this star leaves no one untouched. In our productions it
takes form in inferences and revamped versions of its various moments
and faces under the starlight. ”Lunalba” arises from the idea of this
satellite as if it is held by the two edges of the sky and peeks out from
behind the mirror.
The ”Lunalba” mirror is a work with a complex design, that captures
the attention through its unusual shapes and unique composition. It
fits inside rooms as a prominent element, merging with the pre-existing
furnishings thanks to the large monochromatic surfaces. Different sizes
of Swarovski® crystals embellish the slats representing the sky while the
moon, depicted in the centre, is an intricate work in gold leaf. The mirror
is enclosed inside the front part, perfectly integrated in the composition,
as if it were a mere decoration.
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LUNALBA

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Mirror composed of 3 extra-clear tempered decorated glass sheets blended
together, 5 mm. thickness each, decorated with sandblasting for handmade
stars, Trilli Effect (golden powder), gold coloured leaf, black painting and
Swarovski® application.
Tapered wooden frame, 30 mm. thickness, glossy black lacquering.
Dimensions W. 165 cm

H. 100 cm

D. 4,5 cm

Weight 60 kg

Frame

100 cm

Front Panel

165 cm

Golden Leaf
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Trilli Effect

Black Painting

Sandblasting

Mirror

Swarovski®

Black Lacquering
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A continuous series of dunes,
hot wind on your face.
An embrace, a flight towards infinity.
Soft, precious fabric
bent by the currents.
Still more has passed the horizon.

TM

TA P P E T O V O L A N T E
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TAPPETO VOLANTE

TM

Magical elements are an essential component of ancient tales. The
suggestions of fables that come from the Middle East were the inspiration
for many UNICA lines, like the ”Tappeto Volante” table: a richly decorated
glass surface resting on a complexly crafted base, which incorporates the
luminosity of the design on the glass.
“Tappeto Volante” is a table loaded with suggestions and symbolic
meanings that enrich the environment. It plays a central role in the room as
a design element of togetherness. The laser processing of the steel base
with its elaborate intertwining calls to mind a dense Arabic script written
in golden characters. The glass surface contrasts the monochromatism
with a hypnotic design in gold leaf wrapped in ultra-fine powder for the
Trilli Effect.
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TABLE
TAPPETO VOLANTE
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TAPPETO VOLANTE

™

“HAREM” COLLECTION

Designers UNICA
Product features Table with smoked extra-clear laminated shaped glass top, thickness 12 mm.,
decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, Trilli Effect (golden
powder), gold coloured leaf inserts.
Laser-cut and shaped steel base with gold coloured leaf finishing.
Dimensions L. 300 cm W. 145 cm H. 80 cm
Weight 298 kg

Base

145 cm

80

Top

300 cm
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Golden Leaf

Trilli Effect

Sandblasting

Fumè

Golden Leaf
67
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